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Definition 
 

Essential Phonics is a synthetic approach to Phonics teaching and learning. 
It introduces children to the alphabetic code in a systematic and sequential 
way. 
 
Essential Phonics has been designed to supplement ‘Letters and Sounds’ 
(DfES 2007). Although the ‘Letters and Sounds’ document offered 
guidance and a clear framework for practitioners, the programme did not 
provide a clear set of resources. For teachers to teach in a consistent way, it 
is important that they have a consistent set of child-friendly resources. This 
programme provides these essential resources. It offers support on a more 
practical level. 
 
 
There are 6 phases of Phonics teaching. The Essential Phonics approach has 
6 key principles: 
 
 
 P – PRONUNCIATION 
 H – HIGH EXPECTATIONS 
 R – RESOURCES 
 A – ASSESSMENT 
 S – STRUCTURE 
 E – EARLY INTERVENTION 
 
 
 

Impact 
 
To summarise the impact of Essential Phonics: 
 

 Increased confidence. Children know more of their letter sounds and 
have a better understanding of decoding strategies. Reluctant writers 
are more willing to ‘have a go’. 

 
 

 Increased independence. Children make better use of the Phonics 
resources that are available to them. They are less reliant on a 
supporting adult. 
 

 

 Increased challenge. At the end of the Foundation year, the majority 
of Reception children should strive to be working above Age Related 
Expectations (ARE). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Principles 
 
P – PRONUNCIATION 
 
It is important that practitioners and parents pronounce letter sounds in the 
correct way. A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound. Phonemes should be 
articulated clearly and precisely. 
 
Please refer to Appendix A: Pronunciation Guide. 
 
The letter ‘s’ has been described as a stretchy phoneme. Children should be 
taught to say a long and continuous /s/. They should not say “suh”, “suh”, 
“suh”. 
 
It is important that all staff model the correct pronunciation. If a child does 
say “suh”, the teacher or TA should correct the child in a sensitive way. 
 
See below for an example conversation: 
 
TEACHER: I am sat on a chair. Can you chop up the sounds in sat? 
 
CHILD: suh - /a/ - /t/ 
 
TEACHER: Well done for saying the correct vowel sound: /a/. Let’s practise 
the /s/ sound. You said “suh”. Is that right? 
 
CHILD: No! 
 
TEACHER: Remember that the snake makes a long hissing sound. Listen to 
my snake sound: /s/ /s/ /s/. Now it’s your turn… 
 
CHILD: /s/ /s/ /s/ 
 
TEACHER: /s/ /a/ /t/ 
 
CHILD: /s/ /a/ /t/ 
 
There are a number of videos and online resources that demonstrate 
correct pronunciation an example is shown below: 
 
http://www.focusonphonics.co.uk/sound.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.focusonphonics.co.uk/sound.htm


H – HIGH EXPECTATIONS 
 
It is important that teachers and teaching assistants have high expectations 
of their children. All staff should be aware of Age Related Expectations 
(ARE) and the expectations for each Phonics phase. 
 
Essential Phonics has two key resources. These resources should be used in 
every Phonics lesson. 
 
1. Basic Code 
This is a resource for the children to use in their independent work. 
 
2. Working Wall. 
This is a display for the children to refer to in their Phonics session. This is a 
larger version of the Basic Code. Teachers should only display the letters 
and sounds that they have been taught to the children. The Working Wall is 
not a complete wall. It is important that the children feel included in the 
process of ‘building’ the wall. 
 
These resources can be found in Appendix B: Key Resources. 
 
The national expectation for Reception children at 40-60 months is: 
 
 
Area of Learning 
and 
Development Statement 

Examples 
Please refer to Appendix C: High 
Expectations 

 
Communication and Language: 
Listening and Attention 
 

 Maintains attention, 
concentrates and sits quietly  
during appropriate activity 

Practitioners must have high 
expectations for behaviour and 
listening skills. 
  

 Display a visual prompt 
Listening ears, Looking eyes 
and Thinking brains. Ask the 
children: Do we call out in 
Phonics? No. “We put up our 
hands”. 

 

 Play a meditation Play a 
meditation before each 
Phonics session. Explain to 
the children that these short 
stories help us to relax. They 
help to calm our busy minds 
and “fidgety fingers”. 

 
  

 
Communication and Language: 
Speaking 
 

 Extends vocabulary (…) 
exploring the meaning and 
sounds of new words 

All staff should have secure subject 
knowledge of Phonics terminology. 
They should expect their children to 
use the same terminology. 
 

 Vowels 



Talk about vowels with the 
children. Can you say the 
letter names? Can you say 
the letter sounds? How many 
vowels are there altogether? 
Say to the children: On our 
Basic Code and on the 
Working Wall, vowels are 
always colour-coded in red. 

  

 Digraphs  
Talk about digraphs with the 
children. Use the following 
chant: “2 letters …1 sound”. 
The children hold up 2 fingers 
and then 1 finger. Say to the 
children: On our Basic Code 
and on the Working Wall, 
digraphs are always colour-
coded in green. 

 
Literacy: Reading 

 

 Continues a rhyming string 

 Hears and says the initial 
sound in words 

 Can segment the sounds in 
simple words and blend them 
together and knows which 

 letters represent some of 
them 

 Links sounds to letters, 
naming and sounding the 
letters of the alphabet 

  Begins to read words and 
simple sentences 

Children should be given lots of 
opportunities to practise and 
demonstrate their reading skills. 
 

 Emphasise the initial sound 
Story time is an excellent 
opportunity. Stop, pause and 
ask the children: “What does 
_ start with? What sound do 
you hear at the beginning?” 

 

 Introduce a ‘Sound Box’ 
Take out a flashcard. For each 
sound, the children need to: 
- Say the name of the sound 
- Say the sound 3 times 
- Do the action 

Literacy: Writing 
 

 Continues a rhyming string 

 Hears and says the initial 
sound in words 

 Can segment the sounds in 
simple words and blend them 
together 

 Links sounds to letters, 
naming and sounding the 
letters of the alphabet 

 Uses some clearly identifiable 
letters to communicate 
meaning, representing some  
sounds correctly and in 
sequence 

Children should be given lots of 
opportunities to practise and 
demonstrate their writing skills. 
 

 Marking policy  
It is important that class 
teachers mark in a clear and 
consistent way. Children must 
understand the marks that 
are made on their writing. 

 Task sheets 
Young children can often feel 
overwhelmed by a blank page 
in their Literacy book. It is 
important that teachers think 
carefully about the specific 
skill that they would like the 



child to demonstrate. For 
example, 
- If you would like to assess 
how well a child can record 
the initial sound – include a 
space for that sound. 
- If you would like a child to 
segment all of the sounds in a 
word – include the correct 
number of sound boxes. 

 
 
It is important that these high expectations are communicated to parents. 
Here are some practical ways that you could include and inform parents: 
 

  Invite them to a Phonics workshop 
 

  Invite them to observe a real Phonics session 
 

  Share key Phonics resources on the school website 
 

  Share the Pace and Progression document (Appendix F). 
 

  Share task sheets in a specific Phonics folder 
 

 
R – RESOURCES 
 
The Basic Code and the Working Wall are key resources. More Phonics 
resources can be found in Appendix D. 
 
A – ASSESSMENT 
 

 Children’s understanding of Phonics skills and strategies should be 
assessed on a daily and weekly basis. 

 

 Can the child hear and say the initial sound? Can they write the initial 
sound? 
 

 Can the child orally blend and segment CVC words? (Phases 2 and 3) 
 

 Can the child orally blend and segment CCVC and CVCC words? 
(Phase 4) 

 
Their knowledge of letters and sounds should be tracked at the end of each 
half term. An example of a half termly assessment can be found in  
Appendix E: Assessment. 
 
S – STRUCTURE 
 
Children benefit from a consistent and familiar structure to a Phonics 
session. All sessions should start in the same way: “Let’s practise the sounds 
that we already know”. 



Examples of weekly plans for Reception and Year 1 can be found in  
 
Appendix F: Weekly 
 
Plans. A long-term plan for Phonics in Reception can be found in Appendix 
F: Pace and Progression. 
 
E – EARLY INTERVENTION 
 
It is important that all children, regardless of their ability, have access to 
high-quality Phonics sessions. Every child should have the opportunity to 
participate in a Phonics lesson that is pitched at Age Related Expectations 
(ARE). Even if there are obvious gaps in a child’s Phonics knowledge and 
understanding, they should be exposed to the letters and sounds at their 
expected Phonics phase. 
 
Half Termly Assessments will enable teachers to identify children that are 
working below expectations for the current Phonics phase. It is important to 
‘catch’ these children early. They need a focussed Phonics intervention. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix A: Pronunciation Guide 
 
‘Systematic Synthetic Phonics Independent Study Document’ 
Produced by Newman University in Birmingham. 
http://www.newman.ac.uk/school-experience/2083/general-documents-
for-primary-se 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.newman.ac.uk/school-experience/2083/general-documents-for-primary-se
http://www.newman.ac.uk/school-experience/2083/general-documents-for-primary-se


Appendix B: Key Resources  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here is the 
Basic Code. 
 
These are the 
letters and 
sounds from 
Phases 2 and 3. 

Here is the Advanced 
Code.  
It can be found on the 
back of the Basic Code. 
These are the letters and 
sounds that are taught in 
Year 1 and 2. 

Here is a Working Wall in 
a Reception classroom. 
 
It is November. Only 
some of the letters and 
sounds are displayed. 
The first sound that I 
taught was /s/. The last 
sound that I taught was 
/r/. 
 
There are 3 different 
ways of making the /c/ 
sound: /c/, ‘k’ and ‘ck’. 
The graphemes are 
displayed on the same 
flashcard. 



 



 
 



 

 
 
 
 



 





 
 







Appendix F:  

Phase  Knowledge and Skills 

High Frequency 

Words 
Decodable 

Tricky 

Phase 1 
Pre-school  

Continues into YR, Y1 

and Y2 
The overarching aim is for 

children to experience regular, 

planned opportunities to listen 

carefully and talk extensively 

about what they see, hear and do. 

This phase is split into 7 aspects that are explored and 

developed through games. 

Aspect 1: General sound discrimination – environmental 

sounds 

Aspect 2: General sound discrimination – instrumental 

sounds 

Aspect 3: General sound discrimination – body percussion 

Aspect 4: Rhythm and rhyme 

Aspect 5: Alliteration 

Aspect 6: Voice sounds 

Aspect 7: Oral blending and segmenting 

N/A 

Phase 2 
Reception (up to 6 weeks) 

The purpose of this phase is to 

teach at least 19 letters and move 

children on from oral blending 

and segmentation to blending and 

segmenting with letters.  

 Read and spell VC and CVC 

words 

 Read two-syllable words and 

simple captions 

Simple Graphemes for Phonemes 

 

Set 1: /s/     /a/     /t/     /p/ 

Set 2: /i/     /n/     /m/     /d/ 

Set 3: /g/     /o/     /c/     /c/ as ‘k’ 

Set 4: /c/ as ‘ck’     /e/     /u/     /r/ 

Set 5: /h/     /b/     /f/     /f/ as ‘ff’     /l/     /l/ as ‘ll’     /s/ as 

‘ss’ 

a an as at if in is it 

of off on can dad had 

back and get big him 

his not got up mum 

but 

 

the to I no go into 



Phase 3 
Reception (up to 12 

weeks) 
The purpose of this phase is to 

teach another 25 graphemes so 

that the children can represent 

each of the phonemes with a 

grapheme.  

 Read and spell CVC words with 

digraphs and trigraphs 

 Read and spell simple sentences 

Remaining Phonemes 

 

Set 6: /j/     /v/     /w/     /x/ 

Set 7: /y/     /z/     /z/ as ‘zz’     /qu/ 

Consonant digraphs: /ch/     /sh/     Soft /th/     Hard /th/     

/ng/ 

Vowel digraphs: /ai/     /ee/     /oa/     Long /oo/     Short 

/oo/     /ar/     /or/     /ur/     /ow/     /oi/     Schwa /er/      

Vowel trigraphs: /igh/     /ear/     /air/     /ure/ 

will that this then 

them with see for 

now down look too 

 

he she we me be was 

you they all are my 

her 

Phase 4 
Reception (up to 6 weeks) 

The purpose of this phase is to 

consolidate children’s knowledge 

of graphemes. 

 Read and spell words with 

adjacent consonants  

 Read and spell polysyllabic 

words 

Adjacent Consonants  

 

Simple CVCC: _ft     _ld     _lf     _lk     _lp     _lt     _mp     _nd     
_nk     _nt     _sk     _st     _ct     _pt     _xt 

 

More CVCC: Consonant digraph     Vowel digraph     Polysyllabic   

 

Simple CCVC: bl_     br_     cl_     cr_     dr_     fl_     fr_     gl_     
gr_     pl_     pr_     sc_     sk_     sm_     sn_     sp_     st_     sw_     
tr_     tw_ 

 

More CCVC: Consonant digraph     Vowel digraph     Polysyllabic   

 

CCVCC: bl_     br_     cl_     cr_     dr_     fl_    fr_     gl_     gr_     
pl_     pr_     sc_     sl_     sp_     st_     sw_     tr_     tw_     spr_     
str_     shr_     _nch     Polysyllabic 

went it’s from 

children just help 

 

said have like so do 

some come were 

there little one 

when out what 

Phase 5a 
New Graphemes 

 

don’t old I’m by time 

house about your day 



Year 1 (throughout the 

year) 
The purpose of this phase is for 

children to broaden their 

knowledge of graphemes and 

phonemes for use in reading and 

spelling. They will learn new 

graphemes and alternative 

pronunciations for the graphemes 

they already know.  

 Decode digraphs and trigraphs 

quickly 

 Choose appropriate graphemes 

to represent phonemes 

 Build word-specific knowledge 

of the spellings of words 

More Consonant Graphemes:/w/ as ‘wh’     /f/ as ‘ph’ 

 

More Vowel Graphemes: /ai/ as ‘ay’     /ee/ as ‘ea’     /ee/ as ‘ey’     

/igh/ as ‘ie’      

/oa/ as ‘oe’     Long /oo/ as ‘ue’     Long (y)/oo/ as ‘ue’     Long /oo/ 

as ‘ew’      

Long (y)/oo/ as ‘ew’     /or/ as ‘aw’     /or/ as ‘au’     /or/ as ‘augh’     

/ow/ as ‘ou’      

/oi/ as ‘oy’     /ur/ as ‘ir’  

 

Split digraphs: /ai/ as ‘a_e’     /ee/ as ‘e_e’     /igh/ as i_e     /oa/ 

as o_e      
Long /oo/ as ‘u_e’     Long (y)/oo/ as ‘u_e’ 

made came make here 

saw very put 

 

oh their people Mr 

Mrs looked called 

asked could  

Phase 5b 
Year 1 (throughout the 

year) 

Alternative Pronunciations for Known Graphemes 

 

Other sounds for vowel graphemes:  

a - /ai/ as ‘a’     /ar/ as ‘a’     /o/ as ‘a’ 

e - /ee/ as ‘e’ 

i - /igh/ as ‘i’ 

o - /oa/ as ‘o’ 

u – Short /oo/ as ‘u’      Long /oo/ as ‘u’     Long (y)/oo/ as ‘u’       
y - /ee/ as ‘y’     /igh/ as ‘y’     /i/ as ‘y’          
ea - /e/ as ‘ea’     ey - /ai/ as ‘ey’     ie - /ee/ as ‘ie’      ow - /oa/ as 

‘ow’      

ou - Long /oo/ as ‘ou’     /oa/ as ‘ou’     er - /ur/ as ‘er’   

                   
Other sounds for consonant graphemes:  

f - /f/ as ‘gh’    

 



Soft c - /s/ as ‘c’    

Soft g - /j/ as ‘g’      

ch - /c/ as ‘ch’   /sh/ as ‘ch’ 

Phase 5c 
Year 1 (throughout the 

year) 

Alternative Spellings For Phonemes 

 

Other spellings for vowel phonemes: 

/ai/ as ‘eigh’     Short /oo/ as ‘oul’     /u/ as ‘o’     /air/ as ‘ere’     
/air/ as ‘ear’      
/air/ as ‘are’     /ar/ as ‘al’     /ear/ as ‘ere’     /ear/ as ‘eer’     /or/ 

as ‘al’     /or/ as ‘our’          /ur/ as ‘ear’     /ur/ as ‘or’   

 

Other spellings for consonant phonemes:  

/j/ as ‘dge’     /m/ as ‘mb’     /n/ as ‘gn’     /n/ as ‘kn’     /r/ as ‘wr’     

/s/ as ‘st’      

/s/ as ‘se’     /z/ as ‘se’     /ch/ as ‘tch’     /sh/ as ‘ci’      /sh/ as ‘ti’ 

/sh/ as ‘s’      /sh/ as ‘ssi’                
 

New phoneme: /zh/ as ‘s’ 

 



Phase 6 
Year 2 (throughout the 

year) 
By the beginning of Phase Six, 

children should know most of the 

common GPCs. They should be able 

to read hundreds of words, doing 

this in three ways: 

 Reading the words 

automatically if they are very 

familiar 

 Decoding them quickly and 

silently because their sounding 

and blending routine is now 

well established 

 Decoding them aloud 

Double Consonants: /t/ as ‘tt’     /p/ as ‘pp’     /n/ as ‘nn’     /m/ as 

‘mm’     /d/ as ‘dd’     /g/ as ‘gg’     /r/ as ‘rr’     /b/ as ‘bb’ 

 

 

Suffixes: -s     –es     -ing     -ed     –ful     -er     -est     –ly     –
ment     –ness     –y 

 

Extension 
These are the spelling patterns 

for the children that are 

confident and ready to move on. 

 

/b/ as ‘bu’ 

/c/ as ‘qu’     /c/ as ‘que’  

/g/ as ‘gh’     /g/ as ‘gu’     /g/ as ‘gue’ 

/h/ as ‘wh’ 

/m/ as ‘mn’ 

/r/ as ‘rh’ 

/s/ as ‘sc’ 

/s/ as ‘ce’ 

/v/ as ‘ve’ 

/w/ as ‘u’ 

/z/ as ‘ze’ 

/ch/ as ‘ture’ 

/sh/ as ‘sci’ 

/u/ as ‘ou’     /u/ as ‘ough’     

/u/ as ‘our’     /u/ as ‘re’ 

/ai/ as ‘ae’     /ai/ as ‘ea’     

/ai/ as ‘ei’ 

/oa/ as ‘ough’     /oa/ as 

‘eau’ 

Long /oo/ as ‘o’     Long 

/oo/ as ‘ough’     Long 

/oo/ as ‘ui’ 

Long (y)/oo/ as ‘eu’ 

/ow/ as ‘ough’ 

/or/ as ‘oar’     /or/ as 

‘oor’     /or/ as ‘ough’     

 



 
 
 

/ngk/ as ‘nk’ 

/zh/ as ‘ge’     /zh/ as ‘si’ 

 

/or/ as ‘ar’     /or/ as ‘a’     

/or/ as ‘ore’      

/ear/ as ‘ier’ 

Alternatives for the 

Schwa phoneme 

 


